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computer systems.
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This open-file report (OF92-349B) contains four 5.25 inch floppy disks containing
the PLOTSEGY executable image, source code and a sample data set. The complete
documentation is contained in open-file OF92-349A.
DISK CONTENTS
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Subdirectory
SOURCE

Files
PSGYMAIN.C
INTTPLTR.C
GETTNFO.C
GETPLT.C
PLOTDATA.C
PSGYLIB.C
SEGYLIB.C
PLTSGY.H
SEGYLIBH.H
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EXE

PLOTSEGY.EXE

1

NONE

README.1ST (THIS FILE)

2-4

NONE

"SLICED" SAMPLE SEG-Y DATA
FILE - 624-79.SGY

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
PLOTSEGY was developed in C using Borland C/C++ 3.0 on an ALR
BusinessVEISA using a 33 Mhz Intel 80386 processor, an 80387 math coproccessor, and
MS-DOS 4.01.
PLOTSEGY requires the following hardware and software requirements:
* Intel 80286 or higher processor. An 80386 or greater is strongly
recommended.
* Video card capable of EGA, VGA, or Hercules displays.
* DOS 3.0 or later.
* A hard disk drive or CD-ROM containing the input file(s).
* A math coprocessor is NOT required, but will be used if available and is
strongly recommended.

A color monitor is strongly recommended. Monochrome displays may possibly
be improved by starting PLOTSEGY using the black and white option:
C:\>PLOTSEGY -bw
This will also convert a color display to black and white.
DISCLAIMER

This software publication was prepared by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of
their employees, make any warranty, expressed or implied, or assumes any legal
liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of the
information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed in this report, or represents that
its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference therein to any specific
commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or
otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or
favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. Any views and
opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
United States Government or any agency thereof.
Although all data and software have been used by the USGS, no warranty,
expressed or implied, is made by the USGS as to the accuracy of the data and related
materials and/or functioning of the software. The act of distribution shall not
constitute any such warranty and no responsibility is assumed by the USGS in the use
of this data, software, or related materials.

